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This Book (777) should be considered for purchase as it has 
very valuable material and only the smallest sample is included 
here to reflect its vast coverage of Numerical equivalents. 
 
___________777 
by Aleister Crawley_____LCCN__83-160567  Weiser Books-
Boston,MA/York Beach,ME © 1912,1955 Ordo Templi Orientis 
 
 
THE PERFECTED MAN_____________DISEASES 
 
1_Face_Neck___________________ 1_Death 
2_Face_Neck ___________________2_Insanity 
3_Face_Neck___________________3_Dementia_Amnesia 
4_Arms________________________4_Dropsy (fluids) 
5_Arms________________________5_Fever 
6_Breast_______________________6_Heart Lesions 
7_Hips_Legs____________________7_Skin Trouble 
8_Hips_Legs____________________8_Nerve Troubles 
9_Phallus_Spine_________________9_Impotence 
10_Buttocks_Anus_______________10_Sterility 
11_Breast______________________11_Fluxes_Discharges 
12_Hips_______________________ 12_Ataxia_Muscles 
13_Left Eye____________________13_Menstrual disorder 
14_Left Nostril__________________14_Syphilis_Gonorrhoea 
15____-_______________________15_Apoplexy_Stroke 
16_Shoulders__________________ 16_Indigestion 
17_Lungs______________________17_Pneumonia_TB 
18___-________________________18_Rheumatism_Joints_Muscles 
19_Breast_____________________ 19_Heart_Fainting 
20____-_______________________20_Spinal-Paralysis 
21_Left Ear____________________21_Gout_Inflamation 
22___-________________________22_Kidney Disorder 
23_Belly_Back_________________  23_Chill 
24_Belly_Back_________________  24_Cancer 
25___-________________________25_Apoplexy_Blood-clots 
26_Buttocks_Anus______________ 26_Arthritis 
27_Right Nostril________________ 27_Inflamation 
28____-_______________________28_Bladder_Cysititis 
29____-_______________________29_Gout_Podagra 
30_Right Eye___________________30_Repletion_Memory 
31_Teeth_Breast_______________ 31_Fever 
32_Right Ear___________________32_Arterio Sclerosis_Arteries 
32_Bones_Shoulders____________ 32_Sluggishness 
31_____-______________________31_Death_Full insanity 



 
 
HUMAN FUNCTION__________________HUMAN BODY 
 
1_The Spiritual Body_______________ 1 to 10______-______ 
2_Clairvoyance____________________11_Speaking_Breath_Respiratory 
3_Sense of Feeling_________________12_Cerebral Nervous System 
4_Absorption of Electromagnetic_______13_Lymphatic System 
_________________Essences________14_Genital System 
5_Electromagnetic Form_____________15_Head_Face 
6_Astral Body______________________16_Shoulders_Arms 
7_Sense of Smell___________________17_Lungs 
8_Sense of Hearing_________________18_Stomach 
9_Clairaudience____________________19_Heart 
10_Intuition_______________________ 20_The Back 
11_Thought Transference____________21_Digestive System 
12_Sensing the Spiritual Aromas_______22_Liver 
13_Sense of Taste__________________23_Lymph_Nutrition 
14_Psychometry____________________24_Intestines 
15_Physical Body___________________25_Hips_Thighs 
16_The Animal Soul_________________26_Genital System 
17_Sense of Sight__________________27_Muscular System 
18_Spirit Communion_______________ 28_Kidneys_Bladder 
19_Inspiration____________________  29_Legs_Feet 
20_The Divine Soul________________ 30_Circulatory System 
21_The Ego______________________ 31_Blood_Circulation 
22_Soul Mate System______________32_Excretory System 
________________________________32_Excretory Organs_Skeleton 
________________________________31_Semen_marrow_Generating 
Magic 
__________________________________________Organs of Intelligence 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
EASTERN ANALYSIS: 

The 17 Limbs= The 'Subtle Body' Of Fine Materials. 
 
[The 15 'Electrical Attributes' & The 2 Poles 'Mind & Intelligence' or 
'Totality & Essence')  
 



The 5 AuraElectricities or The 5 Senses 
 

_________________000-000-000-000-000 
_________________000-000-000-000-000 
_____000-000_____ 000-000-000-000-000 
 
________2 Poles + 15 Electrical Attributes= 17 
 
The 5 AURA Electricities or ‘The 5 SENSES’ 
 
Internal=The Causal Body is Divided into=The 15 Electrical Attributes 
 

5 Organs of Senses [Motivation]         
Hearing  -  Sight  -  Taste  -  Touch  -  Smell 
 
5 Objects of Senses [Appearance]   
Sound  -  Sight  -  Taste  -  Touch  -  Smell 
        
5 Organs of [Expression]        
Speech- Hands- Feet- Generation- Excretion 
 
 Inspiration- Reasoning- Creativity- Activity- Ability 
   row 3          row 4         row 5       row 6    row 7 
 
THE 14 DISTINGUISHABLE STAGES OF CREATION 
 
THE 7 OUTER SPHERES OR STAGES OF CREATION 
 
1= One 2= Division 3= Reflection 4= Connection  
5= Radiation 6= Vacumn 7= Visible 
 
THE 7 INNER ENERGY CENTRES__The Chakras or Endocrine Glands  
 
1= LIGHT 2= THIRD EYE 3= WILL POWER 4= DEFENCES  
5= EMOTIONS 6= FERTILITY 7= ENERGY 
    
1= PINEAL 2= PITUITARY 3= THYROID 4= THYMUS   
5= ADRENALS 6= LYDEN 7= GONADS  
 
1= MIND 2= INTELLIGENCE 3= INSPIRATION 4= REASONING  
5= CREATIVITY 6= ACTIVITY 7= ABILITY  

 
 



THE TAO OF POWER : is another Book that should be considered for 

purchase and again only the smallest of samples is included here to show 
both the Numerical reference as well as to entice by the example of 
material covered within it. 
 
THE TAO OF POWER  
LAO TZU’S CLASSIC GUIDE TO LEADERSHIP, INFLUENCE,AND 
EXCELLENCE 
Translation of the Tao Te Ching By R.L.WING 
A Dolphin Book/ Doubleday & Company Inc. Garden City, New York  1986 
Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication Data 
Wing,R.L.___________The Tao of Power 
BL1900.L.35W55__1986______299:51482 

Library 0f Congress Catalog Card No.: 85-10210ISBN: 0-385-19637-7 

COPYRIGHT ©1986 by IMMEDIA All rights Reserved__Printed in USA 

 
THE TAO 
(9X9)_The 81 Poems of Lao Tzu 
 
A Keyword List 1-81 arranged into 6 sub-catagories 

POWER IN NATURE___________________POWER IN LEADERSHIP 

 
4_The Nature of the Tao________________3_Keeping Peace 
6_Perceiving the Subtle________________17_The Way of Subtle Influence 
11_Using What Is Not_________________ 19_Return to Simplicity 
14_The Essence of Tao________________26_The Gravity of Power 
21_Knowing the Collective Origin________ 28_Uniting the Forces 
25_The Tao of Greatness______________ 37_The Power in 
Desirelessness 
34_The Evolving Tao__________________39_Oneness in Leadership 
40_The Way_________________________57_The Power in Effortlessness 
41_Mastering the Paradox______________58_Cultivating the Center 
42_Knowing Polarity___________________60_Holding the Position 
51_The Power of Impartial Support_______ 62_The Tao in Leaders 
73_Natures Way______________________65_The Danger in Cleverness 
___________________________________66_The Power in Staying Low 
___________________________________ 67_The Power in Compassion 
___________________________________ 68_Nonaggressive Strength 
___________________________________ 72_The Appropriate Perspective 
 
POWER IN AWARENESS 
 
5_Holding to the Center 



8_Noncompetitive Values 
12_Controlling the Senses_______________POWER IN ORGANIZATIONS 
13_Expanding Identification 
16_Knowing the Absolute_______________ 24_The Danger in Excess 
18_Losing the Instincts_________________ 27_The Skillful Exchange of 
Information 
35_Sensing the Insensible_______________30_Leading the Leader 
38_Power Without Motive_______________ 31_The Use of Force 
45_Using Emptiness___________________36_Concealing the Advantage 
50_The Art of Survival__________________46_Knowing Enough 
52_Returning to Insight_________________53_The Undivided Path 
54_Establishing a Universal View_________59_The Way of Moderation 
56_Gaining Oneness___________________61_The Power in Modesty 
71_Knowing the Disease________________69_Neutralizing Escalation 
____________________________________78_Accepting the Blame 
____________________________________80_Fulfilling Independence 

POWER IN PROJECTION 

 
1_The Beginning of Power______________POWER IN 
NONINTERFERENCE 
2_Using Polarity 
9_Transcending Decline_________________7_The Power in Selflessness 
10_Inner Harmony_____________________29_The Way of 
Noninterference 
15_The Power in Subtle Force____________32_The Limits of 
Specialization 
20_Developing Independence____________43_Subtle Power 
22_Following the Pattern________________47_Cultivating Inner 
Knowledge 
23_The Steady Force of Attitude__________48_The Art of Nonaction 
33_Self-Mastery_______________________55_The Power in Not 
Contending 
44_The Power in Needing Less___________63_The Path of Least 
Resistance 
49_Opening the Mind___________________64_The Power at the 
Beginning 
70_Knowing the Tao___________________ 74_Unnatural Authority 
76_The Power in Flexibility______________ 75_Self-Destructive 
Leadership 
77_Directing the Power 
79_The Power in Not Taking Advantage 
81_The Evolved Way 
 
 
 



______________________CHANGE 

_____A study of Concepts found in Edgar Cayce Readings  
_________and the Chinese Oracle the I CHING. 
__Compiled by Dianne and Dennis O’Keefe__Edited by Violet M. Shelley  
__A.R.E. Press-Virginia Beach-Virginia Copyright ©1971 by the Edgar 
Cayce Foundation  
_______ISBN 87604-053-9___5th printing, May 1981 
 

THE (8X8) SIXTY-FOUR  HEXAGRAMS OF THE I CHING 
 
1.Creativity__________________________________33.Combating 
Negativity 
2.Receptivity________________________________ 34.Resisting 
Temptation 
3.Proper Beginnings__________________________ 35.Using 
Opportunities 
4.Learning Faith_____________________________ 36.Perseverance 
5.Learning Patience__________________________ 37.Doing the Work 
6.Evaluating Strife____________________________38.Friendship 
7.Leadership________________________________39.Reaffirmation 
8.Cooperation_______________________________40.Forgiveness 
9.Humble Strength___________________________ 41.Controlling 
Reaction 
10.Right Conduct____________________________ 42.Applying the Will 
11.Balance_________________________________ 43.Resoluteness 
12.Exercising Faith___________________________44.Avoiding Evil 
13.Trust____________________________________45.Preparedness 
14.Use of Power_____________________________46.Building 
15.Even Progress____________________________47.Right Perspective 
16.Rededication_____________________________ 48.Understanding 
Change 
17.Service__________________________________49.Proper Timing 
18.Rejuvenation_____________________________ 50.KeepingThe Way 
19.Application_______________________________51.Trial 
20.Right Teaching____________________________52.Focusing 
21.Understanding The Law_____________________53.Growth 
22.Genuineness_____________________________ 54.Hindrances 
23.Position_________________________________ 55.Purposefulness 
24.Attunement_______________________________56.Transition 
25.Purity of Purpose__________________________57.Gentle Progress 
26.Setting Forth_____________________________ 58.Contentment 
27.True Nourishment_________________________ 59.Purification 
28.True Courage_____________________________60.Limitation 
29.Difficulty_________________________________61.Sympathy 
30.Living Truth______________________________ 62.Humility 
31.Fostering Unity____________________________63.Using Caution 



32.Endurance_______________________________64.Completion 
 
 
 

CHARACTER BUILDING, 10 DEGREES AT A TIME 
 

ARIES 
1-10  (1-10) 
MAR. 20-29:  A “true blue” Ram, filled with barrels of energy, impatience, 
and a strong sense of right and wrong. Your word is your bond; your 
passions are notoriously strong, and you’re very physical.  
 

11-20  (11-20) 
MAR. 30-APR. 9:  Romance, admiration, gratification, and entertainment 
are priorities. You want the very best in cars, houses, mates and  
apparel. You expect appreciation and recognition for your efforts. 
Children are extremely important to you. You’re fiercely protective. 
 
21-30  (21-30) 
APR. 10-19: Dreaming of faraway places, ancient mysteries, and miracles, 
You protect your freedom and may lead a gypsy life. Freedom and space 
are essential to your health and happiness. You will not abide jobs, 
lifestyle, or relationships that restrict or confine you. 
 
TAURUS 
1-10  (31-40) 
APR. 20-29:  Hedonistic and sensuous, you embrace earthly pleasures with 
Gusto. You love food, animals, the land, virgin forests, and beautiful 
hand made crafts. You may develop into an excellent cook, very much in 
demand. Passionate and lusty to the core, too much is never quite enough. 
 
11-20  (41-50) 
APR. 30- MAY 9: Sensitive to noise and very detail-conscious, you hate 
tight schedules, interruptions, and surprises. You may grind your teeth in 
your sleep and frequently have a sore, tight neck, throat, and jaw. Because  
your opinions are strong, it’s better to keep them to yourself, unless asked. 
 
21-30  (51-60) 
MAY  10-20:  Naturally gifted in business and finance, you may become a 
designer, architect, or artist. You benefit from private, solitary time away 
from crowds. Nature has a curative effect on you. You warm up to people  



slowly, allowing them to earn your trust and respect. 
 
GEMINI 
1-10  (61-70) 
MAY 21-30:  Your addiction is speed and clear, concise communication. 
You hate to wait. Whatever happens, you feel an overwhelming urge to 
talk about it--or at least make comments. It’s natural for you to do 
3-4 things simultaneously. 
 
11-20  (71-80) 
MAY 31-JUNE 10:  Romantic and tactile, you hate to be alone. You have an 
outstanding sense of colour and design, and can be diplomatic and versatile 
in all sorts of social and political situations. You’re a natural peace maker. 
 
21-30  (81-90) 
JUNE 11-20:  Self-absorbed and inventive, you hesitate to allow people to 
get to close. You may place other goals ahead of relationships – or seek  
lots of freedom within a relationship. An iconoclast, you always question 
authority and the status quo. 
 
CANCER 
1-10  (91-100) 
JUNE 21-JULY 1: Loving and protective of your private life and family, you 
Often “mother” friends and family. Food could become an obsession or  
comforting device. You often snack or sip to relax. Once you form a habit, 
it’s very hard to break. Your kitchen is the heart of your home. 
 
11-20  (101-110) 
JULY 2-11:  You have a number of undisclosed secrets, and may have 
trouble letting down your guard and trusting yourself or others. Money  
represents security and power. You’re naturally seductive and sexual in 
your approach, making your bedroom a real power center. 
 
21-30  (111-120) 
JULY 12-22:  A caring rescuer with artistic talents, you adore music, dance, 
and romance. Your feelings are easily wounded. Water is extremely 
important to you. If you can’t be near the sea or a lake, you turn your 
bathtub into a heavenly sanctuary. 
 
LEO 



1-10  (121-130)   
JULY 23-AUG. 1:  You require respect from friends and family nearly as  
much as you need air and water. You’re generous, warm, and love to 
surprise and please others. Sports and family are big interests. You can 
be amazingly stubborn when you believe you’re right. 
 
11-20  (131-140) 
AUG. 2-11:  Your thirst for knowledge is intense. You search for meaning, 
Truth, and ethics – even if it alienates others. You have very strong beliefs 
and are not easy on yourself or others. Sometimes you benefit from being 
by yourself, doing rigorous exercise, and being accountable to no one. 
 
21-30  (141-150) 
AUG. 12-22: competitive and physical, you require lots of exercise – or you 
get too aggressive and difficult. You’re attracted to the colour red, high 
performance machinery, and people who anticipate your needs and deliver  
the goods. You can’t stand being told what to do. 
 
VIRGO 
1-10  (151-160) 
AUG. 23-SEPT. 1:  High-strung and sensitive to allergens, noise, and  
rudeness, you have waves of worry, anxiety, and insecurity. You take  
things personally and tend to be awfully hard on yourself. Just getting  
out the door in the morning can be a big production because you worry 
about forgetting something. 
 
11-20  (161-170) 
SEPT, 2-12:  You’re gifted with numbers, business, finance, and 
management. You don’t especially care if people like you – as long as  
they treat you with respect. You’re a realist and believe that long hours 
and dedication are part of life. 
 
21-30  (171-180) 
SEPT. 13-22:  A pleasure lover, you can go overboard with food, drink, 
And fun – and then apologize sincerely later. People tend to forgive your 
trespasses the first 10 times. Animals automatically seek you out, even 
when you’re allergic to them. Take special care of your respiratory system. 
 
LIBRA 
1-10  (181-190) 



SEPT. 23-OCT. 2:  Social and family get-togethers get top-billing from you. 
You adore art, music, beauty, celebration, and harmony. You tend to look 
especially wonderful in blue and avoid most confrontations. You’re a 
peace-lover at heart. 
 
11-20  (191-200) 
OCT. 3-12: you play the edges in relationships, pushing the envelope at 
every opportunity. You dislike hypocrites and phonies and take immense 
pleasure in exposing them. Your friends are eclectic and come from all 
walks of life. You’d be a passionate defence attorney. 
 
21-30  (201-210) 
OCT. 13-22:  You’re versatile, clever, funny, and adore a good debate. 
Education is very important to you. You’d much rather discuss ideas with 
someone who challenges your mind. You’re an avid reader, may be  
interested in politics and history, and make a very proficient prosecutor. 
 
SCORPIO 
1-10  (211-220) 
OCT. 23-NOV. 1:  Since you never expect things to be easy, you’re rarely 
surprised or caught off guard. You have impressive power to overcome 
most odds and periodically reinvent yourself. Stubborn and persistent, 
you grit your teeth and finish what you start. 
 
11-20  (221-230) 
NOV. 2-11:  addictive and sensitive, you need to be very careful about 
choosing friends and lovers – or suffer the consequences. Medicine and 
healing arts are perfect for you. It’s crucial that you receive unconditional 
love and have a loyal, loving mate who reinforces your self-esteem. 
 
21-30  (231-240) 
NOV. 12-21:  you hope to leave a legacy to your loved ones and favorite 
causes. Money, privacy, loyalty, and property are very desirable to you. A  
skilled secret keeper, you carry mysteries and resentments to your grave. 
Because you have a remarkable memory and a sensitive heart, you hang  
Onto sorrows for ages. 
 
SAGITTARIUS 
1-10  (241-250) 
NOV. 22-DEC. 1:  education is a big priority. You may speak or write 



multiple languages and have a burning desire to travel to distant lands. 
You’re a natural teacher, writer, counsellor, and spiritual leader. Because  
Your eye is generally on the big picture, you sometimes forget crucial details. 
 
11-20  (251-260) 
DEC. 2-11:  you believe passionately in miracles and enjoy fresh starts. 
You tend to learn the hard way and can be a bit accident-prone in youth. 
Age helps you develop caution, moderation, and patience. Physical activity, 
the great outdoors, and domestic animals bring out the best in you. 
 
21-30 (261-270) 
DEC. 12-21:  Known for your unique style and keen eye for quality and 
prestige, you bask in the glow of admiration and attention. If your friends  
or mate aren’t giving you enough love and respect, you’ll pack up and  
move onto greener pastures. 
 
CAPRICORN 
1-10  (271-280) 
DEC. 22-30:  Ambitious and patient, you make every effort to achieve your 
goals. Focused and disciplined, you sometimes feel misunderstood and 
lonely. You firmly believe you have to earn everything you receive, and 
have little respect for lazy, spoiled people. 
 
11-20  (281-290) 
DEC. 31-JAN. 9:  Sensuous, stubborn, and deliberate, you have a knack for 
figures and construction. Opinionated, you’ve got definite ideas about the  
way things should be done. Your persistence is legendary, as is your ability  
to overcome obstacles. You can be jealous and obsessive. 
 
21-30  (291-300) 
JAN. 10-19:  You have a natural ability to act, imitate, and entertain. You can 
be verbally brutal when you believe a wrong has been committed. You are 
very slow to forgive or forget. Only a fool would engage you in an argument. 
 
AQUARIUS 
1-10  (301-310) 
JAN. 20-29:  Gossip bores you, but maverick people and ideas excite you. 
School may have seemed restrictive and tiresome to you, because you 
enjoy perpetual motion, variety, and new experiences. You may have 
developed a special talent early on in life. You detest dishonesty and  



manipulation. You expect the truth, no matter how difficult it is. 
 
11-20  (311-320) 
JAN. 30-FEB. 8:  versatility is your specialty, and your mind is your ticket  
to the big time. It’s often difficult for you to settle down and finish the 
basics or abide repetitive tasks. Your vivid imagination and inventive  
psyche make you a visionary far ahead of your time. 
 
21-30  (321-330) 
FEB. 9-18:  Your appearance is unique and distinctive. You have many 
friends and prefer groups or team to individual pursuits. Because you 
hate to disappoint others, you avoid arguments or confrontations 
whenever possible. 
 
PISCES 
1-10  (331-340) 
FEB. 19-28: You prefer living close to water. Real life pales in comparison 
to your romantic fantasies and expectations. Your feelings are easily hurt, 
causing you to retreat into a private world. Stay away from drugs, alcohol,  
and anything else that obliterates reality. 
 
11-20  (341-350) 
MAR. 1-10:  Security and a close-knit family are very important to you. 
You enjoy socializing and spending time with close friends and relatives. 
Due to deep-seated insecurities, you tend to feel slighted or taken for 
granted. Watch a tendency to be jealous, as well. 
 
21-30  (351-360) 
MAR. 11-19:  charismatic and seductive, you wrap people around your 
little finger. There’s always an air of mystery surrounding you – not to 
mention plenty of drama and controversy! People constantly comment 
about your amazing eyes. If you don’t become an entertainer, the  
medical and criminal justice fields are ideal. 
 
 
 

THE ZODIAC 
 

THE SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC: 
 



EVERY SIGN COVERS 30 DEGREES OF THE SKY OR CIRCLE 
THOSE 30 DEGREES ARE DIVIDED AS FOLLOWS 

 
[1-5 PHYSICAL]_______[6-10 SOCIAL] 

[11-15 SPIRITUAL]____ [16-20 PHYSICAL] 
[21-25 SOCIAL]_______[26-30 SPRITUAL] 

                                                                                  

ARIES... 
[1-15..Realization]...[16-30..Examination] Aspiration, assertive, 
enthusiastic, energetic, impatient, aggressive, short-tempered, 
foolhardy. 
TAURUS... 
[31-45..Experience]...[46-60..Enjoyment] Virility, stubborn, 
practical, reliable, greedy, patient, boring, possessive, 
comforts. 
GEMINI... 
[61-75..Zeal]...[76-90..Restlessness] Animation, communicative, 
versatile, quick learner, cunning, two faced, inconstant.  
CANCER... 
[91-105..Expansion]...[106-120..Openness] Expansion, 
protective, moody, nurturing, tender, anxious,  defensive, 
smothering. 
LEO... 
[121-135..Assurance]...[136-150..Interpretation] Assurance, self-
confident, arrogant, leadership, dignified, conceited, 
overbearing.                                                                       
VIRGO... 
[151-165..Idealization]...[166-180..Experimentation]  
Assimilation, perfectionist, over modest, interfering, detailed, 
critical, hygienic, submissive, nit-picking. 
LIBRA... 
[181-195..Expectation]...[196-210..Revelation] Equivalence, 
cooperative, diplomatic, indecisive, frivolous, peaceable, 
dependent, loving, easy going. 
SCORPIO... 
[211-225..Retention]...[226-240..Appreciation] Creativity, 
dramatic, destructive, vindictive, suspicious, purposeful, 
mysterious.                                                                              
SAGITTARIUS... 



[241-255..Receptiveness]...[256-270..Detachement] 
Administration, careless, adventurous, extravagant, tactless, 
wise. 
CAPRICORN... 
[271-285..Illusiveness]...[286-300..Dependence] Discrimination, 
stern, serious, careful, ambitious, calculating, narrow-minded, 
pessimistic, prudent. 
AQUARIUS... 
[301-315..Defensiveness]...[316-330..Perspective] Loyalty, 
casual, objective, progressive, distant, perverse, scientific.  
PISCES... 
[331-345..Innocence]...[346-360..Protection] Sympathy, 
compassionate, confused, impressionable, service, passive, 
imaginative.                                                                
 
 

THE CHARACTER BUILDING ZODIAC, 10 DEGREES AT A TIME. 
 

ARIES 
1-10  (1-10) 
MAR. 20-29:  A “true blue” Ram, filled with barrels of energy, impatience, 
and a strong sense of right and wrong. Your word is your bond; your 
passions are notoriously strong, and you’re very physical.  
 
11-20  (11-20) 
MAR. 30-APR. 9:  Romance, admiration, gratification, and entertainment 
Are priorities. You want the very best in cars, houses, mates and  
apparel. You expect appreciation and recognition for your efforts. 
Children are extremely important to you. You’re fiercely protective. 
 
21-30  (21-30) 
APR. 10-19: Dreaming of faraway places, ancient mysteries, and miracles, 
You protect your freedom and may lead a gypsy life. Freedom and space 
are essential to your health and happiness. You will not abide jobs, 
lifestyle, or relationships that restrict or confine you. 
 
TAURUS 
1-10  (31-40) 
APR. 20-29:  Hedonistic and sensuous, you embrace earthly pleasures with 
Gusto. You love food, animals, the land, virgin forests, and beautiful 



hand made crafts. You may develop into an excellent cook, very much in 
demand. Passionate and lusty to the core, too much is never quite enough. 
 
11-20  (41-50) 
APR. 30- MAY 9: Sensitive to noise and very detail-conscious, you hate 
tight schedules, interruptions, and surprises. You may grind your teeth in 
your sleep and frequently have a sore, tight neck, throat, and jaw. Because  
your opinions are strong, it’s better to keep them to yourself, unless asked. 
 
21-30  (51-60) 
MAY  10-20:  Naturally gifted in business and finance, you may become a 
designer, architect, or artist. You benefit from private, solitary time away 
from crowds. Nature has a curative effect on you. You warm up to people  
slowly, allowing them to earn your trust and respect. 
 
GEMINI 
1-10  (61-70) 
MAY 21-30:  Your addiction is speed and clear, concise communication. 
You hate to wait. Whatever happens, you feel an overwhelming urge to 
talk about it--or at least make comments. It’s natural for you to do 
3-4 things simultaneously. 
 
11-20  (71-80) 
MAY 31-JUNE 10:  Romantic and tactile, you hate to be alone. You have an 
outstanding sense of colour and design, and can be diplomatic and versatile 
in all sorts of social and political situations. You’re a natural peace maker. 
 
21-30  (81-90) 
JUNE 11-20:  Self-absorbed and inventive, you hesitate to allow people to 
get to close. You may place other goals ahead of relationships – or seek  
lots of freedom within a relationship. An iconoclast, you always question 
authority and the status quo. 
 
CANCER 
1-10  (91-100) 
JUNE 21-JULY 1: Loving and protective of your private life and family, you 
Often “mother” friends and family. Food could become an obsession or  
comforting device. You often snack or sip to relax. Once you form a habit, 
it’s very hard to break. Your kitchen is the heart of your home. 
 



11-20  (101-110) 
JULY 2-11:  You have a number of undisclosed secrets, and may have 
trouble letting down your guard and trusting yourself or others. Money  
represents security and power. You’re naturally seductive and sexual in 
your approach, making your bedroom a real power center. 
 
21-30  (111-120) 
JULY 12-22:  A caring rescuer with artistic talents, you adore music, dance, 
and romance. Your feelings are easily wounded. Water is extremely 
important to you. If you can’t be near the sea or a lake, you turn your 
bathtub into a heavenly sanctuary. 
 
LEO 
1-10  (121-130)   
JULY 23-AUG. 1:  You require respect from friends and family nearly as  
much as you need air and water. You’re generous, warm, and love to 
surprise and please others. Sports and family are big interests. You can 
be amazingly stubborn when you believe you’re right. 
 
11-20  (131-140) 
AUG. 2-11:  Your thirst for knowledge is intense. You search for meaning, 
Truth, and ethics – even if it alienates others. You have very strong beliefs 
and are not easy on yourself or others. Sometimes you benefit from being 
by yourself, doing rigorous exercise, and being accountable to no one. 
 
21-30  (141-150) 
AUG. 12-22: competitive and physical, you require lots of exercise – or you 
get too aggressive and difficult. You’re attracted to the colour red, high 
performance machinery, and people who anticipate your needs and deliver  
the goods. You can’t stand being told what to do. 
 
VIRGO 
1-10  (151-160) 
AUG. 23-SEPT. 1:  High-strung and sensitive to allergens, noise, and  
rudeness, you have waves of worry, anxiety, and insecurity. You take  
things personally and tend to be awfully hard on yourself. Just getting  
out the door in the morning can be a big production because you worry 
about forgetting something. 
 
11-20  (161-170) 



SEPT, 2-12:  You’re gifted with numbers, business, finance, and 
management. You don’t especially care if people like you – as long as  
they treat you with respect. You’re a realist and believe that long hours 
and dedication are part of life. 
 
21-30  (171-180) 
SEPT. 13-22:  A pleasure lover, you can go overboard with food, drink, 
And fun – and then apologize sincerely later. People tend to forgive your 
trespasses the first 10 times. Animals automatically seek you out, even 
when you’re allergic to them. Take special care of your respiratory system. 
 
LIBRA 
1-10  (181-190) 
SEPT. 23-OCT. 2:  Social and family get-togethers get top-billing from you. 
You adore art, music, beauty, celebration, and harmony. You tend to look 
especially wonderful in blue and avoid most confrontations. You’re a 
peace-lover at heart. 
 
11-20  (191-200) 
OCT. 3-12: you play the edges in relationships, pushing the envelope at 
every opportunity. You dislike hypocrites and phonies and take immense 
pleasure in exposing them. Your friends are eclectic and come from all 
walks of life. You’d be a passionate defence attorney. 
 
21-30  (201-210) 
OCT. 13-22:  You’re versatile, clever, funny, and adore a good debate. 
Education is very important to you. You’d much rather discuss ideas with 
someone who challenges your mind. You’re an avid reader, may be  
interested in politics and history, and make a very proficient prosecutor. 
 
SCORPIO 
1-10  (211-220) 
OCT. 23-NOV. 1:  Since you never expect things to be easy, you’re rarely 
surprised or caught off guard. You have impressive power to overcome 
most odds and periodically reinvent yourself. Stubborn and persistent, 
you grit your teeth and finish what you start. 
 
11-20  (221-230) 
NOV. 2-11:  addictive and sensitive, you need to be very careful about 
choosing friends and lovers – or suffer the consequences. Medicine and 



healing arts are perfect for you. It’s crucial that you receive unconditional 
love and have a loyal, loving mate who reinforces your self-esteem. 
 
21-30  (231-240) 
NOV. 12-21:  you hope to leave a legacy to your loved ones and favorite 
causes. Money, privacy, loyalty, and property are very desirable to you. A  
skilled secret keeper, you carry mysteries and resentments to your grave. 
Because you have a remarkable memory and a sensitive heart, you hang  
Onto sorrows for ages. 
 
SAGITTARIUS 
1-10  (241-250) 
NOV. 22-DEC. 1:  education is a big priority. You may speak or write 
multiple languages and have a burning desire to travel to distant lands. 
You’re a natural teacher, writer, counsellor, and spiritual leader. Because  
Your eye is generally on the big picture, you sometimes forget crucial details. 
 
11-20  (251-260) 
DEC. 2-11:  you believe passionately in miracles and enjoy fresh starts. 
You tend to learn the hard way and can be a bit accident-prone in youth. 
Age helps you develop caution, moderation, and patience. Physical activity, 
the great outdoors, and domestic animals bring out the best in you. 
 
21-30 (261-270) 
DEC. 12-21:  Known for your unique style and keen eye for quality and 
prestige, you bask in the glow of admiration and attention. If your friends  
or mate aren’t giving you enough love and respect, you’ll pack up and  
move onto greener pastures. 
 
CAPRICORN 
1-10  (271-280) 
DEC. 22-30:  Ambitious and patient, you make every effort to achieve your 
goals. Focused and disciplined, you sometimes feel misunderstood and 
lonely. You firmly believe you have to earn everything you receive, and 
have little respect for lazy, spoiled people. 
 
11-20  (281-290) 
DEC. 31-JAN. 9:  Sensuous, stubborn, and deliberate, you have a knack for 
figures and construction. Opinionated, you’ve got definite ideas about the  
way things should be done. Your persistence is legendary, as is your ability  



to overcome obstacles. You can be jealous and obsessive. 
 
21-30  (291-300) 
JAN. 10-19:  You have a natural ability to act, imitate, and entertain. You can 
be verbally brutal when you believe a wrong has been committed. You are 
very slow to forgive or forget. Only a fool would engage you in an argument. 
 
AQUARIUS 
1-10  (301-310) 
JAN. 20-29:  Gossip bores you, but maverick people and ideas excite you. 
School may have seemed restrictive and tiresome to you, because you 
enjoy perpetual motion, variety, and new experiences. You may have 
developed a special talent early on in life. You detest dishonesty and  
manipulation. You expect the truth, no matter how difficult it is. 
 
11-20  (311-320) 
JAN. 30-FEB. 8:  versatility is your specialty, and your mind is your ticket  
to the big time. It’s often difficult for you to settle down and finish the 
basics or abide repetitive tasks. Your vivid imagination and inventive  
psyche make you a visionary far ahead of your time. 
 
21-30  (321-330) 
FEB. 9-18:  Your appearance is unique and distinctive. You have many 
friends and prefer groups or team to individual pursuits. Because you 
hate to disappoint others, you avoid arguments or confrontations 
whenever possible. 
 
PISCES 
1-10  (331-340) 
FEB. 19-28: You prefer living close to water. Real life pales in comparison 
to your romantic fantasies and expectations. Your feelings are easily hurt, 
causing you to retreat into a private world. Stay away from drugs, alcohol,  
and anything else that obliterates reality. 
 
11-20  (341-350) 
MAR. 1-10:  Security and a close-knit family are very important to you. 
You enjoy socializing and spending time with close friends and relatives. 
Due to deep-seated insecurities, you tend to feel slighted or taken for 
granted. Watch a tendency to be jealous, as well. 
 



21-30  (351-360) 
MAR. 11-19:  charismatic and seductive, you wrap people around your 
little finger. There’s always an air of mystery surrounding you – not to 
mention plenty of drama and controversy! People constantly comment 
about your amazing eyes. If you don’t become an entertainer, the  
medical and criminal justice fields are ideal. 
 
 
 
 

ASTROLOGY KEYWORDS: 
  
 

    SIGNS                                                 HOUSES 
 
 
1_Aries__Enthusiasm __________ 1st__Temperament       
2_Taurus__Practicality__________ 2nd__Personal Security 
3_Gemini__Versatility___________ 3rd__Interests 
4_Cancer__Moody______________4th__Private Life  
5_Leo____Performance__________5th__Self-expression 
6_Virgo__Orderliness____________6th__Daily Routine  
7_Libra__Diplomacy____________ 7th__Relationships 
8_Scorpio__Intensity____________8th__ Shared Possessions 
9_Sagittarius__Administrative_____9th__ Philosophy 
10_Capricorn__Discrimination_____10th__Social Status 
11_Aquarius__Objectivity________ 11th__Social Ideals 
12_Pisces__Impressionable______12th__Fate-Karma 
 
    

 
   PLANETS                                    ROOT NUMBERS 
 
 
 
1_Sun______Vitality__________ 1_Originating_Realizing 
2_Moon_____Nerves__________2_Cooperating_Examining 
3_Mercury___Dexterity_________3_Expressing_Creating 
4_ Venus____Relationships_____4_Building_Working  
5_ Mars_____Self-assertion_____ 5_Pursuing_Energizing 



6_Jupiter____Conscience_______6_Wanting_Touching 
7_ Saturn___ Stability__________7_Calculating_Thinking 
8_ Uranus___Individuality_______8_Organizing_Financing 
9_ Neptune__Idealism__________9_Meditating_Sharing 
10_ Pluto___ Regeneration 
 
 
 

THE SUN, MOON AND PLANETS: 
 

SUN... 
Purpose, Nature, power, vitality, creativity, pride, willpower, aims, leadership, 
Yang principle.  
 
MOON... 
Feelings, Habits, childhood, Mother, Wife, Family, Yin principle, routine, 
receptiveness, memory, emotional reactions, moods, subconscious. 
 
MERCURY... 
Mentality, communication, reason, logic, learning ability, curiosity, 
expressiveness, interpretation, dexterity, nerves, coordination, 
perceptiveness. 
 
VENUS... 
Love, Acquisitiveness, relationships, romance, friendships, beauty, arts, 
agreement, compromise, empathy, pleasure, money, vanity, laziness, young 
Women, luxury. 
 
MARS... 
Action, Initiative, energy, self-assertion, action, aggression, impatience, force, 
masculinity, young Men, sex, courage.  
[What kind of push or drive we can count on to keep going] 
 
JUPITER... 
Enthusiasm, compensation, religion, benevolence, conscience, flexibility, 
wisdom, good luck, carelessness, the law, extravagance. [How best to 
channel our energy, career or life path]  
 
SATURN... 



Control, Sensitiveness, perseverance, stability, bad luck, thrift, restriction, 
discipline, delays, duty, reliability, materialism, Old men, authority figures, 
worry, caution, fear.  
[What sort of material or territory we will pass through] 
 
URANUS... 
Reform, Independence, individuality,  originality, science, eccentricity, 
freedom, irresponsibility, sudden events, unpredictability, revolution.[How 
we discover ourselves -breakthroughs/insights] 
 
NEPTUNE... 
Idealism, Obligation, visions, spiritual values, sacrifice, imagination, 
confusion, intuition, mystery,  occultism,  glamour, illusion, chaos, escapism.  
[How we understand and accept these discoveries] 
 
PLUTO... 
Obsession, regeneration, rebirth, transformations, orgasms, destruction, 
decay, large organizations, underworld, spiritual conversion.   
[How we depend on and identify with these inner changes] 
 
 
 

THE 12 ASTROLOGICAL HOUSES: 
 

1st__Identity, Personal motivation, image others see, the individual, self-
image, physical appearance, interests, temperament.  
 
2nd__Possessions, Conditioned contact, feelings, attitude to material values, 
money, property, personal security.  
 
3rd__Environment, Intimate relation, mental interests, neighbours, nearest 
relative, ability to learn, short journeys. 
 
4th__Home, Instinctive response, early environment, upbringing, childhood, 
Mother, private life, the end of things.  
 
5th__Offspring, Personal motivation, self-expression, creativity,  recreations, 
love affairs, gambling, parenting.  
 



6th__Duty, Conditioned contact, service, health, work, routine, pets, efficiency, 
day to day employment.  
 
7th__Partnerships, Intimate relation, confrontations, Marriage, one to one 
relationships, enemies, opposition,   
 
8th__Regeneration, Instinctive response, occult matters, the life force, shared 
possessions, death and birth, other peoples money.  
 
9th__Higher understanding,  Personal motivation, philosophy, religion, long 
journeys, law, foreign affairs, widening experiences. 
 
10th__Honor, Conditioned contact, public life, career, social status, Father, 
reputation, authority figures, attainment, goals.  
 
11th__Friendships, Intimate relation, group activities, social ideals, wishes, 
hopes.     
 
12th__Confinement, Instinctive response, self-less service, Karma, sacrifice, 
the unconscious, retirement, secrets, escapism. 
 
               Houses:              1-2-3 =Intuition                   4-5-6 =Feelings  
                                          7-8-9 =Sensation          10-11-12 =Thinking   
 
 
                           

NUMBERS WITH PLANETS 
 
ONE_________TWO___________THREE________FOUR 
Source_______Manifestation____Inspiration_____Reasoning 
SUN_________MOON__________MERCURY_____ VENUS 
Purpose______Habits__________Mentality______Aquisitiveness 
 
FIVE___________SIX__________SEVEN________EIGHT 
Decisions_______Activity_______Ability_________Direction 
MARS_________ JUPITER_______SATURN_______URANUS 
Initiative_______Enthusiasm____Control________Reform  
 
                     NINE________________TEN 
                     Understanding_________Regeneration 



                     NEPTUNE_____________PLUTO 
                     Obligation____________Obsession 
 

Each planet is prominent 3 times per Sign, 
times 12 signs = 36 times in prominence. 

 
 
 

NUMEROLOGY 
 
 

(1)__Independent, original, aggressive, the start, the Leader, liking personal 
authority, an aggressive talker.  
 
(2)__Duality, adaptable, tactful, understanding, gentle, Family, a listener, a 
follower, companionship, harmony, co-operation. 
 
(3)__Union of Divine and Human, sociable, dramatic, entertainer, self-
expression, a talker. 
 
(4)__The idea of solidity, work, order, constructive, stability, endurance, 
discipline, details. 
 
(5)__The 5 senses, versatility, resourceful, adaptable, change, travel, activity, 
movement, adventure, speculation, a talker. 
 
(6)__Family, equilibrium, Social responsibility, service, Love, friendship, 
compassion, creative, counselling, healing, fitness, peace, a listener. 
 
(7)__Quiet, private, reclusive, introvertive, analytical, mystical, philosophical. 
 
(8)__Money, accumulation, power, responsibility, recognition, good 
judgement. 
 
(9)__Universal Love, humaneness, compassion, service, patience, tolerance, 
self-service, endings. 
 
      

THESE ARE CONSIDERED THE MAIN 'MASTER' NUMBERS: 
 



[11]_Limelight, Inspiration, Religion.             [22]_Materialism, Large 
Endeavours. 
[33]_Sacrifice, Compassion for others.         [44]_Helping others resolve daily  
                                                                                   problems, Counselling.   
                                                                                
 
 

 

the Tao Te Ching 
 
(THE TAO OF POWER) is another Book that should be considered for 
purchase and again only the smallest of samples is included here to show 
both the Numerical reference as well as to entice by the example of material 
covered within it. 
 
 

THE TAO OF POWER  
LAO TZU’S CLASSIC GUIDE TO LEADERSHIP, INFLUENCE,AND 
EXCELLENCE 
Translation of the Tao Te Ching By R.L.WING 
A Dolphin Book/ Doubleday & Company Inc. Garden City, New York  1986 
Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication Data 
Wing,R.L.____ The Tao of Power BL1900.L.35W55__1986______299:51482 

Library 0f Congress Catalog Card No.: 85-10210ISBN: 0-385-19637-7 

COPYRIGHT ©1986 by IMMEDIA All rights Reserved__Printed in USA 

 

THE TAO 
(9X9)_The 81 Poems of Lao Tzu 
 
A Keyword List 1-81 arranged into 6 sub-categories 
 

POWER IN NATURE___________________POWER IN LEADERSHIP 

 
4_The Nature of the Tao________________3_Keeping Peace 
6_Perceiving the Subtle________________17_The Way of Subtle Influence 
11_Using What Is Not_________________ 19_Return to Simplicity 



14_The Essence of Tao________________26_The Gravity of Power 
21_Knowing the Collective Origin________ 28_Uniting the Forces 
25_The Tao of Greatness______________ 37_The Power in Desirelessness 
34_The Evolving Tao__________________39_Oneness in Leadership 
40_The Way_________________________57_The Power in Effortlessness 
41_Mastering the Paradox______________58_Cultivating the Center 
42_Knowing Polarity___________________60_Holding the Position 
51_The Power of Impartial Support_______ 62_The Tao in Leaders 
73_Natures Way______________________65_The Danger in Cleverness 
___________________________________66_The Power in Staying Low 
___________________________________ 67_The Power in Compassion 
___________________________________ 68_Nonaggressive Strength 
___________________________________ 72_The Appropriate Perspective 
 

POWER IN AWARENESS 
 
5_Holding to the Center 
8_Noncompetitive Values 
12_Controlling the Senses_______________POWER IN ORGANIZATIONS 
13_Expanding Identification 
16_Knowing the Absolute_______________ 24_The Danger in Excess 
18_Losing the Instincts_______________ 27_The Skillful Exchange of 
Information 
35_Sensing the Insensible_______________30_Leading the Leader 
38_Power Without Motive_______________ 31_The Use of Force 
45_Using Emptiness___________________36_Concealing the Advantage 
50_The Art of Survival__________________46_Knowing Enough 
52_Returning to Insight_________________53_The Undivided Path 
54_Establishing a Universal View_________59_The Way of Moderation 
56_Gaining Oneness___________________61_The Power in Modesty 
71_Knowing the Disease________________69_Neutralizing Escalation 
____________________________________78_Accepting the Blame 
____________________________________80_Fulfilling Independence 

POWER IN PROJECTION 

 
1_The Beginning of Power______________POWER IN NONINTERFERENCE 
2_Using Polarity 
9_Transcending Decline_________________7_The Power in Selflessness 
10_Inner Harmony_____________________29_The Way of Noninterference 



15_The Power in Subtle Force____________32_The Limits of Specialization 
20_Developing Independence____________43_Subtle Power 
22_Following the Pattern________________47_Cultivating Inner Knowledge 
23_The Steady Force of Attitude__________48_The Art of Nonaction 
33_Self-Mastery_______________________55_The Power in Not Contending 
44_The Power in Needing Less___________63_The Path of Least Resistance 
49_Opening the Mind___________________64_The Power at the Beginning 
70_Knowing the Tao___________________ 74_Unnatural Authority 
76_The Power in Flexibility______________ 75_Self-Destructive Leadership 
77_Directing the Power 
79_The Power in Not Taking Advantage 
81_The Evolved Way 
 
 
 

 

The Tarot Cards 

(NUMEROLOGY and The Divine Trangle)  

This wonderful Book Deals with The Tarot and gives amazing 
insight into numbers 1 to 78. The small sampling provided shows a 
fraction of the details covered under each Number. 

 

NUMEROLOGY and The Divine Trangle 

by  Faith Juvane and Dusty Bunker 
Whitford Press Division of c/o Schiffer Publishing,Ltd.  1469 Morstein Road 

Pennsylvania 19380 US Copyright©1979 by F.Juvane & D.Bunker  

INT.STANDARD BOOK NO. 0-914918-10-9 
 
 
 
 

The Tarot Cards – 1 through 78 

THE MAJOR ARCANA 

 
1_New Beginnings,decisions,independence 



2_Gestation,cooperation,diplomacy,self-knowledge 
3_Growth,Travel,entertainment,_self-expression 
4_Work,finances,building,practicality 
5_Change,communication,sex,new interests,travel 
6_Marriage,change in Home,redecoration  
__domestic and community responsibilities 
7_Reflection,rest,health,vacations 
8_Responsibility,money,business,Karma 
9_Changes,endings,charity,inspiration 
10_Intuition,fortune,luck,a turn for the better 
11_Tests,legal dealings,inspiration,art quick decisions 
12_Waiting period,change of view,reversal,submission 
13_Change,release,transformation 
14_Active sexual principle,pregnancy,a need to verify, 
___social and family obligations,competition 
15_Indecision,bondage,freedom,laughter,discernment 
16_Love affairs,health,accidents,awakenings 
17_Good fortune,rewards,travel,meditation,assistance 
18_Caution,dreaming,healing,body care 
19_Love,marriage,rewards,obstacles overcome, 
___new Beginnings 
20_Turning points,decisions,awareness,adaptability, 
___reconstruction 
21_Travel,change,rewards,success,new worlds 
22_Travel,plans,advancements,your dreams come true 
 
THE WANDS 
23_Protection,contracts,travel 
24_Family matters,gain,love 
25_Change of residence,trials,health,success after difficulty 
26_Messages,marriage,gestaion,karma 
27_Birth,marriage,start of new business 
28_Contradictions,completion,surprise,unusual events 
29_Learning period,commercial opportunity,help offered 
30_Work completed,celebration,romance,happy home 
31_Competition,obstacles,legal dealings,settlements 
32_Good news,humor,rewards,victory 
33_Responsibility,self-sacrifice,courage 
34_Haste,messages,settlements 
35_Preparedness,strength,inheritance,recognition,business 



36_Obstacles,intuition,invention,leadership 
 
THE CUPS 
37_Friendships,partnerships,love,family 
38_Love,marriage,dreams,visions,rewards 
39_Love,propositions,vacations 
40_Finances,building,birth 
41_Love,abundance,fertility,change 
42_Contracts,marriage,meditation 
43_Abundance,rejoicing,healing 
44_Karma,reevaluation,opportunity 
45_Old friends,partial gains,learning experiences 
46_Good karma,new opportunities,success 
47_Discrimination,dreams fulfilled 
48_Success,success abandoned,travel 
49_Good health,satisfaction,marriage to a wealthy person 
50_Love,family ties,happy changes 
 
THE SWORDS 
51_legal dealings,justice,perception,authority 
52_Change,separation,meditation 
53_Sudden events,courage,discrimination 
54_Vigilance,messages,secrets 
55_Honor,birth,clarity 
56_Balance,decisions,cooperation 
57_Separation,delay,expression,growth 
58_Rest,relief,retreat,convalescence 
59_Travel,change,responsibility 
60_Passage,new home,proposals,love 
61_Health,travel,completion 
62_Impasse,restriction,responsibility 
63_Struggles,unselfishness,healing 
64_Responsibility,tests,awareness 
 
THE PENTACLES 
65_Promotion,risks,assistance 
66_Friends,money,travel 
67_Work,patience,firmness 
68_Education,planning,travel,new paths 
69_Honor,fame,money,contentment 



70_Partnership,travel,business 
71_Opportunity,advancement,gain 
72_Increase,wealth,satisfaction 
73_Work,meditation,values 
74_Gifts,inheritances,balance,sharing 
75_Money,travel,patience,hard work 
76_Training,employment,skills 
77_Good fortune,popularity,achievement 
78_Great fortune,happy family,the arts 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


